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Abstract 
It is a crucial problem for XML data query system to determine the structural relationship between any two nodes 
efficiently. By assigning a unique label which implies the position relationship to each XML tree node, the structural 
relationship between any two nodes can be judged directly with the label of each node. We propose a new XML tree 
labeling scheme named EBCL which depends on prefix-based labeling scheme. The EBCL can not only support 
dynamic update to XML document fully and efficiently, but also reduce the space cost extremely. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [Advanced in 
Control Engineeringand Information Science] 
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1. Introduction
Owing to the semi-structure, open, heterogeneity, flexibility and many other characteristics, XML has 
become the real standard for data representation and exchange on the internet. With the rapid development 
of network technology, more and more data is being stored in XML format, so it becomes a hot research 
topic how to store XML data and provide an accurate and efficient query to the XML data.  
W3C working group has developed XPath and XQuery query languages to query XML data, of which 
common characteristic is querying XML document by path expression. The fundamental technology of 
path-based query is structural connection which is to determine the structural relationship between any 
two nodes depending on efficient XML tree node encoding. XML encoding is to assign to a node with a 
unique code which implies the position relationship with other nodes, so any two nodes can be compared 
directly to determine whether there is parent-child, ancestor-descendant, sibling, precursor, successor or 
other structural relationship between them without traversing the whole XML document tree.  
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2. Related works
Generally speaking, the existing XML encoding methods are divided into two categories: region based 
encoding and path based encoding. The Zhang [1] encoding scheme is a very typical region based encoding 
scheme, it exploit the characteristic that the XML document is ordered and determine various structural 
relationships between any given pair of nodes by tree traversal. In the path based encoding scheme,the 
label of a given node u encodes the nodes on the path from the document root down to u, as sequence to 
uniquely denote an ancestor of u on the path. Thus, given a node v and its ancestor u, their relationship 
could be determined precisely, u is an ancestor of v iff label (u) is a prefix of label (v). DeweyID [2] is an 
integer based prefix encoding scheme. It labels the nth child of a node with an integer n, and this n should 
be concatenated to the prefix which is its parent’s label to form the complete label of this child node.  
The dynamic update of XML means supporting insert, delete and update operation without changing 
the existing label of XML document tree nodes. As the delete and update operation do not change the 
label of other nodes, the dynamic update means supporting insert operation dynamically. In fact, dynamic 
update can be converted to study how to insertion a new code into a sequence of existing codes without 
disturbing the order and relabeling them. 
ORDPATH [3] is an extension of DeweyID, and the main difference between them is that even numbers 
are reserved for further node insertions in ORDPATH.  
LSDX [4] uses a combination of letters and numbers to make up labels. The number is used to represent 
the level of the node and the letter to mark the position related to other siblings.  
QED [5] uses quaternary string in conjunction with a recursive algorithm to assign unique and persistent 
labels to each node. An important feature of these approaches is that they compare codes based on the 
lexicographic order rather than the numerical order which allows a code insertion between two existing 
codes by increasing the size of the inserted code. It use ‘0’,’1’,’2’ and ‘3’ to encode the node, but in the 
actual stores, each number is represented by two binary bits and ‘0’ is used as the separator, in which 
realize the variable length and avoid overflow. The most fatal drawback of QED encoding scheme is that 
it needs to get the range which the codes needed to be represented before encoding and generate the code 
at the 1/3 and 2/3 point recursively.  
3. EBCL encoding scheme 
3.1. Basic definition 
Definition 1 (Basic symbol) EBCL codes are made up of 256 basic symbols ‘0’, ‘1’, ... , ‘254’ and 
‘255’ which is called one-bit code. In the logical representation it is one of the EBCL codes, but in the 
physical representation each of them consists of one byte(8 bits) from ‘00000000’ to  ‘11111111’. 
In order to avoid confusion, in this paper we put a one-bit code in brackets if its decimal number 
expression is multibit number. i.e., [10][25]96 means a code makes up of four basic symbols ‘10’, ‘25’, 
‘9’, and ‘6’. 
Definition 2 (Extended byte code) Every bit of extended byte code is a basic symbol except 0 and 
[255], and the left-most position is the highest bit while the right-most position is the lowest bit. 
• Add 1(+1) operation: Add 1 to the least significant bit. A carry is passed to the higher bit if the current 
sum in the given bit is [255] and the [255] is changed to 1. 
• Subtract 1(-1) operation: The reverse operation of add 1. 
• Greater than (>): Given an extended byte code a, a+1 > a, and it is transitive. 
• Less than (<): Given an extended byte code a, a-1 < a, and it is transitive. 
Definition 3 (Self-coding and Length) Self-coding is made up of many sections separated by the 
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basic symbol 0 (‘00000000’ in binary representation). Every section is an extended byte code and the 
number of sections is called self-coding’s length. 
Definition 4 (EBCL Encoding) Assign each node with a global unique EBCL code which is its 
parent’s label connect with self_label by segment separator [255] (‘11111111’ in binary presentation). 
The order between segments is to compare their corresponding section from left to right, and it can be 
determined directly according to the lexicographic order since the section separator is 0. The order 
between EBCL labels is to compare their corresponding segment from left to right. 
3.2. Static EBCL encoding 
Static EBCL encoding scheme is assigning a unique code to every node in the loading period of the 
XML document, which can be mapped as: {XML node | XML document tree} -> {EBCL encoding}. The 
rules of static EBCL encoding scheme are as follows: 
• The root node is labeled with 1; 
• The EBCL code for every node is its parent’s label connects with self_label by segment separator 
[255].  The self-label of the left-most node is 1 and others self-label is its left sibling’s self-label add 1.  
Algorithm 1: Static_Label
Input: Node E which has been encoded 
Output: Label of each child of Node E  
Static_Label(E){  
 selfCode=1; /* the self-code of the first node is 1 */  
 for(int i = 0; i < E.ChildCount; i++){ /* encode all the E’s children from left to right */  
  iChild = E.getChild[i];  /* iChild is the ith child of E */   
  iChild.label=E.label connect with self_Label;  /* connect the parent’s code and self-code */ 
  selfLabel=addOne(selfLabel);  /* add 1 to self-code to generate the next self-code */  
  EBCL_Tree(iChild);  /* call EBCL_Tree recursively to encode iChild’s child node */ 
 } 
}
Algorithm 1 shows the Static EBCL encoding function. As shown in Fig. 1, the root node has 354 child 
nodes, the left-most child node's self-code is 1 and other node's self-code is 2, 3, ..., [253], 11, ..., 1[100]. 
Fig. 1 Static EBCL encoding scheme   Fig. 2 Dynamic EBCL encoding scheme
3.3. Dynamic EBCL encoding 
Dynamic EBCL encoding means that insert a new node into the XML document tree which has been 
encoded by the static EBCL encoding scheme without changing the existing labels and generate a new 
EBCL label to the inserted node. 
We divide the insertion into three cases based on the target location, namely left-most insertion, middle 
insertion and right-most insertion. Since the target location is known, we just need to compute the self-
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code and connect it with its parent’s code to form the EBCL code. In EBCL encoding, sub-tree insertion 
can be converted to insert the root node and then generate its child nodes by the static EBCL algorithm. 
The left-most insertion means to insert a new node before all the siblings. Suppose the current left-
most node’s self-code is a, scanning a from left to right by section as follows: If a has multiple sections, 
then preserve its first not null section to minimize its length; If a only has one single section and a>1, 
then return a-1; If a equals 1, return 0[254]. Here use [254] to make it convenient to insert node before 
this new node. In addition, the situation of no sibling is incorporated in this insertion type. 
While inserting a new node c into two adjacent node a and b, compare a and b from left to right by 
each section. The core concept of EBCL is that if the difference is 1 at the last section of a and b, c can be 
formed with a appends a new section. It is worth noting that a new section is started with 2 instead of 1, 
which is to the future again inserting a new node before it. Table 1 shows a few different situations of the 
middle insertion. 
Right-most insertion means insert a new node at the right-most location into the tree. Let the current 
right-most node’s self-code is a, in order to minimize the length of the new node’s self-code, we add 1 to 
the first not null section of a to form the new’s self-code.
As shown in Fig. 2, the node with dotted line means the newly inserted node. 
Table 1 Example of middle insertion 
left sibling 2070[23] 2070[23] 207 2 2
right sibling 20908 208 208 207 202 
new self-label 208 2070[24] 20702 202 20102 
4. Performance experiment 
We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance and compare the code size of ORDPATH, 
LSDX, QED and EBCL encoding scheme which is proposed by this paper on static encoding and 
dynamic update. All the four schemes are implemented in Java and all the experiments are carried out on 
Intel Core2 Duo E8500 @3.16G CPU with 2 GB RAM running Windows XP Professional. 
The Experiment use five data sets and the first three data sets is generated by xmark[6], which is the 
tool to generate document automatically, with the arguments of 0.1(D1), 0.2(D2) and 0.5(D3). The latter 
two data sets [7] NASA (D4) and TREEBANK_E (D5) are provided by the Department of Computer 




































Fig. 3.  Code size of the encoding schemes             Fig. 4.  Time cost on static encoding 
Fig. 3 shows the space-cost of the encoding schemes. In ORDPATH encoding scheme, every self-code 
is represented by integer and in the 32 bits system it needs 4 bytes to store, while the minimal EBCL label 
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only take 1 byte. In EBCL every byte use 0 and 255 as section separator and segment separator, so every 
byte can represent 28-2 effectual codes. If the fan-out is no more than 254, it only need 1/4 storage space 
of ORDPATH. QED and EBCL are variable length encoding scheme as well, but it cost much more space 
than EBCL. LSDX is a string-based encoding scheme and every char cost one byte to store, which means 
every byte in LSDX is only able to represent 26 effectual codes; the space cost will grow rapidly if the 
fan-out is very large. 
Fig. 4 shows the time-cost of the encoding schemes on the static encoding. Since ORDPATH encoding 
scheme only involves integer addition operation, its performance is the best. QED encoding scheme needs 
to pre-generate self-code for every child and then distribute to each code, so its performance is the worst. 
The EBCL encoding scheme proposed by this paper needs add 1 operation and this need some more 
operation compared with ORDPATH, but its performance is only a little worse than ORDPATH encoding 
scheme. 
Table 2  Time cost of inserting 100 nodes (ms) 
Location to be inserted ORDPATH LSDX QED EBCL 
Left-most  1109 1563 1376 1252 
Middle 3168 2164 2353 1645 
Right-most 1103 1923 2071 961 
Table 2 shows the average time cost of ORDPATH, LSDX, QED and EBCL encoding scheme when 
insert 100 new nodes. The data in the table shows that EBCL encoding scheme has a considerable 
performance when insert a new node dynamically. 
Conclusion 
       We propose a new efficient dynamic XML tree encoding scheme based on our previous work. It 
can not only do well in static encoding with high space efficiency but also well support dynamic update 
that can void relabelling the existing code completely. At last, we evaluate the performance of EBCL 
encoding scheme from every perspective by experiment.  
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